Earlier work developed a method of migration of seismic data based on numerical solutions of partial differential equations. The method was designed for the geometry of a single source with a line of surface receivers. Here the method is extended to the geometry of stacked sections, or what is nearly the same thing, to the geometry where a source and receiver move together along the surface as in marine profiling. The basic idea
Sow we insert (5), (h), anti (7) into the scalar re-express the scalar wave equation in a coordiwave equation (2) 
z' = z + ct, and
1' = t,
and we have the statement that the new coordinate frame contains the same wave disturbance as the old frame.
The rightmost term P' ,J,* is proportional to the square of the Doppler-shifted frequency of a wave. Thus, dropping this term may be expected to have little effect on upgoing waves but a drastic effect on tiocvngoing waves. in fact, dropping the last term of (8) has the desired effect of eliminating the downgoing waves altogether as can be seen by comparing these results to earlier work (Claerbout 19i0, 197 1 a, 1)). Simply dropping the term does have the untlGretl effect of limiting velocity accuracy to about a percent at 15 degrees. Economical procellures for obtaining better P(y, 2, f) = P' (y' , z' , 1' ).
To express the wave equation (2) in terms of the translating coordinate system, we may use the than a percent accuracy at -15 degrees also may be found in the earlier work. Dropping the last term from (X), we have A computer algorithm for solving (9) is described in Claerbout and Johnson (1072) along with a more detailed discussion including accuracy, stability, and an air-wave example Knowing the form of the upcoming wave at the In the previous section Ive consitlerecl the data which would be recorded if all surface shots were set off at the same time If the shots are not set off at the same time but data is recorded from each shot separately, simultaneous shooting can by synthesized in a computer by stacking the data. For each receiver all seismograms of the different shots are aligned by shot time anti added together. In practice, moveout correction would be applied before stacking. This correction is intended to remove source-receiver geometrical effects. Since it was ignored in the previous section, the results were limited to very great depths where the correction is small. Figure 1 defines a moveout-corrected profile of seismic data. G-eat improvement in the partial differential-equation migration method results from the idea that. an KM0 profile and often a zero-offset section can lx governed by a differential equation. Figure 1 illustrates how an NM0 profile M may be constructed from an upcoming \vavc I: by transcribing data values from the (y, t) plane to the (x, tl) plane. This operation is actually a coordinate transiormation of the data. Since the movcout-corrected profile is just the upcoming wave with coordinate axes deformed, it is not surprising that moveout-corrected profiles can be governed by an equation derived through a coordinate stretching transformation of the wave equation. The idea that there should be any advantage to using diffcrenlial equations on synthetic things like movcout-corrected profiles (as compared to natural things like waves) arose out of the following observations: It is comparatively ineflicient to let a wave packet propagate across a grid in a computer. It is much more efficient to describe a wave in a coordinate frame which moves along with the wa\' c, as was done for the surface line source case in the beginning of this paper. In such a frame, things happen slowly and larger time increments may be used. There is a similar situation in a nearly layered medium where seismic arrivals (upcoming waves) fit nearly hyperbolic travclt imc curves, and the object of a migration program is to deform the hyperboloids into lines \vhich represent the layer- Although the methods of this paper assume the geometry of the NM0 pro_/&, they will often be applicable to data recorded as s&ions. Although efficiency was the motivation in the search for a differential equation to control migration from moveout-corrected data, there are two concomitant benefits which are far more important than efficiency. First, the data from spatially separated shotpoints may be stacked before migration, thereby enhancing signalLtonoise ratio. Second, we often may dispcnsc altogether with the line of surface receivers and migrate data recorded in the geometry-, where shotpoint and receiver point move together across the earth' s surface as in the simplest type of marine profiling.
By "downward continuation of moveout-corrected seismograms" we mean that beginning with moveout-corrected data observed at the surface, we will synthesize moveout-corrected seismograms corresponding to hypothetical receivers at successively increasing depths.
One reason for wanting the moveout-corrected data for buried receivers is that it is related, through geometry, to the upcoming wave which is needed to make a migrated profile. Another reason, which is really the same, relates to the nature of seismic diffraction. Figure 2 (after Hilterman, 1970) illustrates that a data section can be expected to resemble a cross-section through the reflector if the radius of curvature of the reflector is much greater than the distance from the reflector to the receiver. Otherwise, one has a buried focus or diffraction. (Technically, a diffraction is a limiting case where some radius of curvature of a structure goes to zero.) In other words, moveoutcorrected data gives a better representation of a structure if the receivers are near the structure, than if they are far away. In fact, when the receivers are at the depth of the structure the buried focus problem disappears altogether. Diffractions from point scatterers also collapse to points when the receivers are at the same depth as the scatter. The method of migration proposed here is that as data are projected to successively greater depths, that part of the data corresponding to the receiver depth is set aside as belonging to the mgrated data at that depth. Thus, various depths on the depth section are developed in succession as the moveout-corrected data arc projected downward.
To be precise about the meaning of moveoutcorrected data for buried receivers, \vc refer to Figure 3 . Since the moveout-corrected profile M is created by a coordinate stretching of the upcoming n-a\-e I*, n-e have Observe the conceptual similarity of the relatioliship between L-(y, f, z) and M(s, d, z' ) to the rclationship between P(y, z, 1) and P' (J' , z' , t' ). The fact that P and P' are the same thing expressed in different coordinates is analogous to the fact that U and M are the same thing expressed in different coordinates. At the surface z = 0 we record the upcoming wave riy, t, O), and using a presumed velocity (\vhich need not be precisely correct), we transform axes to the NM0 profile M(.L., d, 0). The downn-ard (z) continuation of receivers 0i L:(y, t, z) with the wave equation will be equivalent to downward (2' ) continuation of M(s, d, z' ) with an equation we are about to derive. Although these t\vo different do\vnlvard continuations would be expected to give the same results, i.e., oiic could transform from c to M or M to I-at any depth, there are several reasons to prefer downward COW tinuation \vith V: 1) profiles from various shotpoints may be summed before do\vnward COIItinuation, 2) a coarser grid mesh may be used, and 3) sections ma)-be down\vard continued.
To obtain the differential equation for C, first we must define the coordinate transformation from (y, t, z) to (s, d, z' ) and then use the chain rule to compute the required partial derivatives. In constant velocity material one could find an equation for M which is valid for all offsets x. The algebra would be overwhelming, 50 we make the simplifying practical assumption that x/d<<l. The authors were surprised to discover that even if offset terms like x/d or y/t are completely neglected one still obtains a result which is a big improvement over equation (9) of the introductory section. The reason is that even as offset goes to zero, the ratio of x to y remains important. Although (12) and (13) require a somewhat careful and detailed deduction, the zero offset relations are much easier and will be shown in detail. By 
Inserting ( 
The last term arises mainly because the wave equation we started from also has downgoing waves. The omission of this kind of term is discussed in the first section and in earlier papers. There is a formal similarity between (9) and (27), so the same computer algorithm may be used.
VARIABLE VELOCITY
The result of the last section, equation (27), is restricted to material of constant velocity. It will be useful in practice to generalize the result to space-variable velocity. First note that tlze velocity C in the wave equation (IS) lzeed not be the same as the velocity, say F, in the moveout-correction
rquations (11) to (17). It can be shown that the wave equation is still valid at high frequencies (w/c>>] Vcl /c) when th e velocity E is space variable, although the moveout-correction equations must be modified if the velocity f is to be space variable. Thus, (26) is a valid equation for downward continuation in variable-velocity material for data stacked at a constant velocity c' . The principal change to (27) resulting from spacevariable velocity is that the Mdd term does not drop out. The difficulty which arises if z#Z is not in the differential equation (26) but in the fact
that there may bc destructive interference when stacking with the wrong velocity. Therefore we will recompute the partial-derivative matrix (17) for arbitrary depth dependence of stacking (moveout-correction) velocity. This will require some care. The matrix of (17) First, m(jveout-corrected time sections SO, S1, SX, can be constructed such that SO is made up oi all data oi zero and small offset 5' 1 is data \\ith a some\vhat larger offset, etc. Then the different S, ma)-be separateI>, migrated through the use of (4Y) or its generalization to depthvariable velocit).. Since the earth itself is invaricnt to changes in shot-receiver offset, the migrated S, should also be invariant to offset. Thus, regardless of dip, the migrated Sj should stack without destructive interference. In fact, the velocity which should be used in construction of the Sj is that for which the migrated Sj stack best. 
